balloon

recipe
His and Hers
Offer this simple but elegant pair of columns perfect
for the entrance, cake table or head table at a wedding.

Materials:
6
19”Anagram Decorator Curves, Silver: (16301-99)
6
9” Lilac foil hearts (16676-99)
6
4” Lilac foil hearts (16659-99)
1
Wedding Dress Supershape™ (15905-01)
1
Tuxedo Supershape™ (18015-01)
2
Silver Party Hat Weights (10682-02) or other
silver weights
Self Adhesive Hook and Loop Tape
Cable Ties

Instructions:
1. Inflate the six silver Curves with helium (They won’t float,
but this reduces the weight on the SuperShape balloons).
2. Attach two of the Curves to the weights by passing the
tail through the loop on the top of the weight, and
securing with a cable tie.
3. Create two chains of three curves each by joining them
together with cable ties. Overlap the balloons by about an
inch (2.5cm) and pull the cable tie tight around the overlap.
4. Helium fill the Wedding Dress SuperShape and attach it
to the top of one of the chains of curves using a cable tie.
Do the same with the Tuxedo and the other chain.
5. Inflate all the 4-inch and 9-inch hearts with air and heat
seal them. Roll and tape the tails to make them neat.
6. Attach the hearts to the silver curves using small pieces of
self adhesive hook and loop tape, as shown in the pictures,
to create a pair of columns.
Note: To comply with California Law, the entire design can
be air-filled and suspended from above on monofilament line.

Estimated Cost: $14
Labor: 20 minutes for the pair
Suggested Retail Price: $30/each
Created by Chris Horne, Amscan International Ltd. Balloons featured are from Anagram International Inc.
a division of Amscan. For more decorating ideas and to see the entire portfolio of Anagram balloons,
visit www.anagramballoon.com
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